In the books of Daniel and The Revelation, *Timing is Everything!*

The 7 Seals (Revelation chapters 5 and 6) are not broken *until* the Son of Man—the Lion/Lamb, our High Priest, Jesus the Christ—enters the Judgment scene. Note the apparent interlude between the opening of Judgment in heaven, and the arrival of Christ into the Judgment Arena.

Judgment will not open, or close, without a warning from Heaven!

**Second View:**

Heaven Warns the World that Judgment is Imminent

Judgment Opens in Heaven

The Son of Man Enters

He alone is declared “worthy” to begin opening the Seals

Revelation 14:6, 7

Revelation Chapter 4, Daniel Chapter 7:9, 10

Revelation Chapter 5, Daniel Chapter 7:13

A third, expanded view follows soon....
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